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 ABSINTHE  
The smaller of the three ribbed patterns   
(of Absinthe, Brandy or Eden), this pattern  
demonstrates subtle ribbed texture with  
minute side to side movement that can be 
oriented either vertically or horizontally on the 
sheet.
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At eaquod mosam eaque ped maionse quataes as sum et haria-
tiat laut aut exerum ex exerfero velent, ut aut plabores estrum re-
iciisquis ducientur sed et et officillabo. Nemolup tatqui apis de vo-
lectotasin pre maioriamusae quatet aut qui atur alitem ni bearum 
esed quias aut exped molorecaecta et optusapiet, sant accus po-
rpor as quo quunt, qui temperestio. 

The medium pattern size of the three ribbed  
patterns (of Absinthe, Brandy or Eden), this   
pattern demonstrates a larger ribbed texture with 
more side to side movement that can be orientated 
either vertically or horizontally on the sheet.

Usa plaborem fuga. Nequunt pra cum verfere hendam.

799,-
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     COGNAC

This pattern produces a classic woven or linen  
appearance which evokes a timeless beauty  
contributing to any well designed surrounding. 
The pattern is not orientated to either direction.
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EDEN
     COGNAC

The largest pattern size of the three ribbed 
patterns (of Absinthe, Brandy or Eden), this 
pattern demonstrates the largest and  
deepest ribbed texture with more frequent 
side to side movement that can be orienta-
ted either vertically or horizontally on the 
sheet.
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     HEATHER
A wonderfully deliberate combination of clean 
sweeping lines and flat surfaces.  Heather creates 
a subtle texture that compliments the natural   
grain of the veneers. It adds grace and beauty   
without overpowering the design intent.
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     HEATHER

This pattern makes use of very modern, sleek  
lines of varying thickness and length. Straight  
lines are ever-present in western architecture  
and engineering, drawing from nature and  
mathematics. Architectural aesthetics can easily  
be dictated by this practical pattern that can be  
orientated either vertically or horizontally on  
the sheet.

   PINOT
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     QUANTUM
This pattern creates a quirky and whimsical  
pattern reminiscent of matchsticks. This playful  
pattern is at home in any style of design and  
can bridge the gap between flair and grace.  
This pattern can be orientated either vertically 
or horizontally on the sheet.
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     QUANTUM    RIESLING

Delicate hammertones populate this  
refined surface to create an arrangement of 
shadows and reflections. This pattern is the 
perfect addition to any project when less is 
more. This pattern can be orientated either 
vertically or horizontally on the sheet.
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Nostalgic memories of days gone by, this rustic 
creation of roughhewn logs and barn wood will  
enhance your boldest endeavor whether it is urban 
or rural renewal. This pattern is orientated   
vertically only.
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Available Nominal Sizes:
* 1.2mm Veneer Sheet (1mm for ROUGH HEWN)- Thickness: 1.2mm/.0472”, Width: 1250mm/49.212”,                                            
   Height: 2500mm/98.425”
* 4mm Large Panel - Thickness: 4mm/.1574”, Width: 1220mm/48.0315”, Height: 2440mm/96.062”
* 19mm Large Panel - Thickness: 19mm/.748”, Width: 1220mm/48.0315”, Height: 2440mm/96.062”
Note: White Paintable is not available in 1.2mm Sheets

Style: EDEN  
Veneer: MAPLE RECON
Available in all veneers.

Style: BRANDY  
Veneer: BLACK RECON
Available in all veneers.

Style: COGNAC 
Veneer: GREY RECON
Available in all veneers.

Style: ABSINTHE  
Veneer: EBONY RECON
Available in all veneers.

Style: PINOT 
Veneer: OAK RECON
Available in all veneers.

Style: COGNAC 
Veneer: WALNUT RECON
Available in all veneers.

Style: RIESLING 
Veneer: WENGE RECON
Available in all veneers.

Style: ABSINTHE 
Veneer: ZEBRANO RECON
Available in all veneers.

Style: BRANDY 
Veneer: BLUE ASH NAT
Available in all veneers.

Style: EDEN 
Veneer: ORANGE ASH NAT
Available in all veneers.

Style: RIESLING 
Veneer: WHITE PAINTABLE 
(not available in EDEN)

STYLES AND AVAILABLE VENEERS

FINISHES DISCLAIMER:
 The images viewed on printed literature may not be a true representation of the actual pattern size or color. Interlam is not responsible for 
the buyer’s dissatisfaction due to receiving a product that is different in than the perceived size and color. It is the responsibility of the buyer 
and / or specifier to request a physical sample of a pattern or finish prior to placing an order.

Style: ROUGH HEWN 
Veneer: NATURAL OAK, 
NATURAL WALNUT, and 
NATURAL WHITE ASH only
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INTERLAM, INC.

391 Hickory Street

Mount Airy, NC 27030

(336) 786-6254

800-237-7052

INTERLAM-DESIGN.com

Motion I is a product produced by applying natural wood 

or reconstituted Alpi veneers (CATAS certified) , as well as 

melamine and paintable melamine surfaces, mostly to 

MDF substrates. Motion I products are tailored specifical-

ly to meet the customer’s requirements and specifications.  

The substrates used are certified CARB Phase II compliant.  

     

We prefer to use Alpi reconstituted veneers, because they 

are low formaldehyde and produced only from   

sustainable, well managed Timber resources with a   

declaration of FSC Controlled Wood. Also our customers 

can choose veneer from the ALPI catalog with matching 

edgebanding. 

More information: WWW.INTERLAM-DESIGN.COM
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